The role of the IKAP gene polymorphisms in atopic diseases in the middle European population.
Over ten genome-wide screens and many candidate genes studies were performed worldwide to elucidate genetic factors involved in the pathogenesis of bronchial asthma and other atopic diseases. Results from these studies were often discordant, which might have reflected complexity and heterogeneity of these multifactorial diseases. Among a variety of other loci, specific variants of the gene for IKAP (IKK complex-associated protein) were shown to be associated with bronchial asthma in children in a Japanese study. To test the possible role of SNPs in the coding region of the IKAP gene in atopic asthma or other atopic phenotypes in a highly homogenous Czech population, a case-control study including 373 patients and 309 healthy control subjects was performed. There were no significant differences in the genotype and allele distributions for any of five SNPs in the IKAP gene (T819C, G2295A, A2490G, T3214A and C3473T) between patients with atopic asthma or other atopic diseases and healthy controls. These results suggest that the polymorphisms in the coding region of the IKAP gene are unlikely to contribute to atopic disease risk in the Czech population.